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Abstract. This paper provides two discrete contributions to urban and spatial theory.
The first demonstrates that within discourse analysis conceptions of time and space
have analytical utility for investigations into the framings of social and urban policy.
The second moves analyses of urban obsolescence beyond Marxism to demonstrate that
Foucauldian theory can provide revealing insights about the stewardship of discourses of
urban obsolescence through texts and visual images created by different social actors. On
the basis of these two contributions I demonstrate how the Sydney metropolitan planning
authority has deployed specific spatial and temporal ‘zoning technologies’ to demarcate
and evaluate sections of the city. The discourses of obsolescence that have emerged in
Sydney are clearly informed by market-centric ideology and discursively constructed, not
in the presence of an anemic state and a rational market, but as a technology of power that
is deployed by the state and serves the interests of powerful market actors. I conclude
that this discursive process is leading to the demise of Sydney’s public housing estates.
Keywords: discourse analysis, metropolitan planning, gentrification, space, time,
obsolescence, zoning technologies, public housing

Introduction
Different spatial and temporal phenomena direct state actors towards particular divisions of
physical and social space within cities. Analyzing these phenomena can reveal how states
authorize discourses of urban obsolescence (Weber, 2002). This current analysis presents
two discrete theoretical developments. The first is to show that within discourse analysis
conceptions of time and space and the political work done by these conceptions are often
ignored in analyses of the framings of social and urban policy. Therefore in the first section
I argue: (a) that conceptions of time and space can be used as analytical differentiators
in discourse analysis; and (b) that there are distinguishable physical and practico-sensory
conceptions of time and space that can be shown to do different discursive and political work.
The second theoretical development is that within my studies of urban change, the spatial
and temporal dimensions of talk, text, and visual images were the key conceptual mediums
through which discourses of urban obsolescence were stewarded by different social actors.
In combining these two arguments I demonstrate that the metropolitan planning authority of
the Australian state of New South Wales (NSW) has deployed specific spatial and temporal
“zoning technologies” to demarcate and evaluate sections of the city (Ong, 2006).
The conceptualizations of time and space that were required to enable these zoning
technologies—“along with their more concrete and socially constructed extensions as
geography and history” (Soja, 2010, page 15)—represent the most fundamental attributes
and ways of theorizing systems of social and physical relations (Harvey, 2007; Lefebvre,
1991; Massey, 1992). Within theories of discourse analysis little attention has been placed
on how these “major differentiators” (Massey, 1992, page 66) should be theorized to better
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analyze the social and physical worlds. While different conceptualizations of time and
space are regularly recruited in discourse analysis, they are rarely recruited and deployed
together in their different conceptual modalities. In my studies I have separated two key
conceptualizations of temporality and spatiality within the discourse-analysis framework.
The first are the ‘physical’ conceptualizations of mathematicians, such as calendar time and
physical space. The second are the ‘practico-sensory’ conceptualizations of philosophers,
such as subjective (imagined/experienced) time and space (Fairclough, 2003; Harvey, 1990;
Lefebvre, 1991). These two conceptualizations of time and space have been teased out and
deployed as:
(1) analytical tools (analytical differentiators) that demarcated and structured the discourseanalysis framework (for example, demarcating the time period in which an event took place
or the physical location of an event); and
(2) analytical foci (discursive artifacts) for the discourse analyses (for example, a focus on
how social subjects represent the passage of time or the improvement of space).
By avoiding a conflation of these conceptualizations it is possible to deploy them to
explicitly show how different theorizations of time and space are implicated in the discursive
framings of social and urban policy. What interests Massey, argues Malpas, is not only the
formulation of different social phenomena of space and time but the “social or political
consequences” of these different phenomena (2012, page 228, emphasis in the original). As
heuristic conceptual devices for discourse analysis, time and space need to be clearly defined
as social phenomena and then strategically deployed in pursuit of a better understanding of the
social and political world.
In this paper I demonstrate how spatial and temporal phenomena have informed the
division of physical and social space in Sydney over time, and reveal how this has authorized
a state-driven discourse of public housing estate obsolescence. To forward this argument in
the next section I draw on Lefebvre’s (1991) theorizing of “physical” and “practico-sensory”
time and space to clearly distinguish between these two spatial and temporal phenomena.
Then these spatial and temporal phenomena are recruited into a discourse-analysis framework
under the distinctions of analytical differentiators (mathematically stable nodal points that
will structure the analysis) and discursive artifacts (discursive data for investigation). Then,
moving beyond a Marxist analysis of urban obsolescence, I show that Foucault’s (1969) spatial
and temporal “distributions of knowledge” (Elden and Crampton, 2007) and Ong’s (2006,
page 103) Foucauldian-inspired “zoning technologies” provide revealing insights about the
stewardship of discourses of urban obsolescence through texts and visual images created by
different social actors. Finally, I deploy this spatiotemporal and critical discourse-analysis
framework to demonstrate how discourses of urban obsolescence have been stewarded
through different institutional sites in Sydney, from the ‘global’ level of the city through
to the ‘local’ level of the public housing estate (Fairclough, 2003). The analysis of data
demonstrates how a diverse suite of social actors stewarded changing discourses of social
and material obsolescence through policy and media texts in Sydney.
Distinguishing between ‘physical’ and ‘practico-sensory’ space and time

Physical conceptualizations of time and space

Calendar time and physical space are fundamental differentiators that shape and inform
our understanding and experience of the social and material world. Discourse analysts
use these spatial and temporal phenomena as parameters to guide their discourse analysis.
Many studies have demonstrated the importance of bracketing off the scope of the discourse
analysis between specific nodal points of calendar and clock time. Billig and MacMillan’s
(2005) analysis of the ideological effects of deploying the “smoking gun” idiom as a
political device over a period of time and Hamo’s (2006) analysis of “prime-time” television
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both use calendar time as an analytical differentiator. In a different analytical context a
single nodal point of time might mark an important social event, such as Dunmire’s (2009)
critical intertextual analysis of pre-9/11 and post-9/11 national security discourses of the
Bush administration. Physical space has also been an important analytical differentiator
within discourse analysis. The physical parameters of space provide the discursive
frame within which social actors locate different subjects and objects using text, talk, and
visual images. Darcy’s (2010) analysis of public housing estates in Australia or Hastings’s
(2004) analysis of the territorial stigmatization of disadvantaged housing estates in the UK
show that the discourse analyst can focus on how various social subjects are physically
demarcated within an urban space by the state. Bringing both temporal and spatial elements
together, Peled-Elhanan’s (2010) analysis examines the historical (temporal) reporting of
the Palestinian Occupied Territories and interstate conflicts over setting and controlling
(physical) territorial boundaries.
The political reasons for demarcating calendar time and physical space in specific ways
should be distinguished from the mathematical reliability of these analytical differentiators.
It is well known in philosophy that these ‘physical’ conceptualizations of time and space are
not a set of a priori conditions (Bachelard, 1969; Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 1992; Osborne,
1995). Foucault and Miskowiec (1986, page 23) argued that physical space still needs to
be “desanctified”. For Ermarth (2010, page 135) calendar time is a Western discourse of
“temporal neutrality”. Hyatt (2005, page 517) reminds us that calendar time has become a
significant form of social control which requires us to “consider again the hegemonic rule
of the clock in western industrial society”. The same could be said of the hegemonic rule of
physical space. Yet calendar time and physical space both operate with a significant degree
of mathematical stability (Harvey, 1990).
Mathematical measurements of calendar time and physical space are productive analytical
differentiators for discourse analysts because they are widely accepted as if they were a set of
a priori conditions within Western industrial societies. They standup to rigorous mathematical
interrogation yet social actors also discursively activate them. The discourse analyst can
investigate how different social actors link a suite of relatively stable and mathematically
coherent measurements of time and space into their text, talk, and other visual imagery to
forward specific ideologically informed positions. As an analytical process this enables an
investigation into how these mathematically coherent analytical differentiators are taken up
by different social actors and discursively networked into policy and media texts to forward
a subjective and/or institutional position. Certainly, cultural conflicts arise when social actors
require others to conform to their conceptions of mathematical time and space (Harvey,
1990; Hyatt, 2005). However, these conflicts are often the result of different subjective
experiences of calendar time or physical space, or different views about how the nodal points
of a period of calendar time or a physical space should be demarcated mathematically, and
they are less about conflicts over the mathematical stability of these time and space modalities.
Analytical attention can be placed on: (1) determining which social actors struggle over
setting and defining these spatiotemporal differentiators, through which discursive processes,
and to what political ends; (2) recording the sociopolitical conditions that determine why
different social actors put forward different periods of calendar time or different divisions of
physical space in policy and media texts, talk, and visual imagery (Foucault, 1969).
Practico-sensory conceptualizations of time and space

In contrast to the mathematical certainties of calendar time and physical space, practicosensory modalities of time and space are not as empirically or sociopolitically stable
(Lefebvre, 1991). Social actors are engaged in an endless struggle over setting the boundaries
of, or validating their subjective experiences within, calendar time and physical space
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(Harvey, 1990; Lefebvre, 1991). Thus practico-sensory modalities of time and space are
important discursive artifacts for investigation (Fairclough, 2003; Lefebvre, 1991).
Policy and media discourses are often conceptualized and presented through different
rhetorical devices that draw on imaginary spatial and temporal constructs, such as ‘the
market place’ or ‘the age of retirement’. When policy makers redefine social subjects’ access
to these imaginary timeframes or social spaces, through policy making, they are engaged in
discursive acts (Fairclough, 2003). In Australia changes within policy texts from ‘tenure-forlife’ to ‘time-limited’ tenure for public housing tenants represent a struggle over setting the
nodal points of a period of calendar time that cannot be resolved by investigating calendar
time alone (Martin, 2006; NSW Government, 2005a). The deployment of this analytical
differentiator of calendar time is not apolitical; instead, this representation of time can be
problematized and investigated as a discursive artifact—an artifact that will affect different
peoples’ lives in important ways (Fairclough, 2003; Lefebvre, 1991).
Not only are representations of time and space ideologically informed—they frequently
have specific, although at times elusive, discursive histories. The ideological work
of terms like ‘the market place’ or ‘the age of retirement’ is rendered less visible when
these terms become part of a broader political lexicon (Fairclough, 2003; Foucault, 1969).
By rhetorically speaking of social and material obsolescence, the social actors often obscure
these policy discourses within broader political terms such as ‘economic development’
within a ‘global city’. Rather than presenting representations of time and space as neutral,
social actors demarcate and represent time and space according to specific ideologically
informed policy positions, discourse analysis exposes (Marston, 2004; Peck and Tickell,
2002). These policy discourses can be analyzed as
representations of space and time: discourses of social and material pathology and
remedy that demarcate space and time according to a subjective or ideological position
(see table 1).
Fairclough (2003) argues that it is not enough to demonstrate how discourses are
ideologically informed. The analysts should also determine by what discursive, political,
or institutional processes decisions were made to represent time and space using these
specific spatiotemporal nodal points or conceptualizations. Certainly social actors might
draw on their subjective experiences or ideological preference for specific demarcations or
conceptualizations of time and space within policy to forward a policy (ie, political) position.
Arguably more importantly, Foucault (1963; 1969) demonstrated that they also act within
clearly defined instructional settings that discipline their discursion actions, and that might
lead some social actors to self-discipline their discursive actions.
Disciplining and (self-)regulation of time and space: a Foucauldian analysis of social and
material obsolescence

Taking up the previous Foucauldian insight, this section describes the theoretical framework
for: (1) investigating how social subjects are disciplined by their institutions, or (self-)
regulate their actions, within different social or institutional settings; (2) making explicit
the ideological and political effects that these social or institutional settings have on social
actors’ representations of time and space (Foucault, 1969). Unlike in Marxism—which I
return to below—in Foucault’s philosophical corpus the social subject was always central to
his analysis as a producer of spaces of social practice over time (Elden and Crampton, 2007;
Murdoch, 2004, page 54). Foucault writes the “Jesuits of Paraguay established colonies in
which existence was regulated at every turn” (Foucault and Miskowiec, 1986, page 27).
What is often conflated in discussions of Foucault’s work on geography (which is about time
and space, and not just space as is often assumed) and discourse analysis are his distinctions
between mathematical time and space (analytical differentiators such as architectural plans
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of asylums, hospitals, and prisons at different historical periods) and his theorizing of social
and institutional time and space [important exceptions are Elden and Crampton (2007);
Fairclough (2003); Harvey (2007)].
Fairclough (2003) operationalized the latter—Foucault’s somewhat abstract theorizing of
the spatial and temporal distributions of knowledge (Elden and Crampton, 2007, page 1)—
by outlining three levels of language practice as important sites for analysis: (1) social or
instructional structures; (2) discursive practices; and (3) social events. These are useful
categories because they create precise locales for targeting the discourse analysis and locating
the discursive artifacts. This allows the analyst to distinguish the mathematical analytical
differentiators from the discursive artifacts and investigate the power and politics of the social
or institutional setting as well as the way these settings discipline the actions of social actors or
lead social actors to (self-)regulate their actions (Foucault, 1975; 2001). I have included these
disciplining and (self-)regulating effects in my analytical framework as follows:
Social practice,(1) space and time: the disciplining effects institutional sites have on social
actors and their constructions of social and institutional space and time(frames); the lived
experience of social subjects within specific demarcations of time; and the self-regulation
of discursive actions by social actors (see table 1).
By including the different conceptualizations of time and space discussed above in a
discourse-analysis framework, they can be deployed together in their different conceptual
forms for particular analytical purposes at various levels of language practice. Table 1
provides a summary of this framework for analyzing spatiotemporal analytical differentiators
and discursive artifacts.
A methodological note about spatial and temporal analytical differentiators

It is important to note that representations of space and time within policy are prone to
change, as are the constructs that analysts create to interrogate them. Urban policy texts
have an especially spatiotemporal framing. Concepts such as ‘public housing estates’ or
‘concentrations of disadvantage’ discursively link social subjects to a specific demarcation
of geographic space, a set of socioeconomic classifications, and a housing tenure type
(Darcy, 2010). All of these discursive classifications are necessary instruments that allow
social actors to make moral claims about the social groups and spaces they constitute in
policy. This is despite the often abstract spatiotemporal classification practices that have been
recruited to create these different spatial and temporal categories. This type of spatiotemporal
classification of social subjects includes geosocial groups such as ‘public housing tenants’
living in a specific geographic location that is assumed to provide the social context for their
collective experience. These classifications are always discursive acts undertaken by social
actors for political purposes (van Dijk, 1985).
Likewise, researchers regularly construct spatial or temporal categories to counter
discriminatory or hegemonic social processes and to make these processes explicit
[see Cornwall and Schattan Coelho’s (2007) “invited space”, Ong’s (2006) “zoning
technologies”, or Sassen’s (2006) “analytical borderlands”]. These are also discursive—and
therefore political—acts and should be theorized as such. This creates an epistemological
tension, in that both policy makers and researchers are creating conceptualizations of time
(1)

Within Lefebvre’s (1991) conceptual triad for analyzing space he uses the term spatial practice.
By contrast Fairclough (2003) uses the term social practice in his dialectical model of discourse
analysis. While Lefebvre and Fairclough’s terms are similar, they are not precisely aligned. Lefebvre
(1991, page 34) suggests that “like all social practice, spatial practice is lived directly before it
is conceptualized”, while in the context of the discursive construction of social and urban policy
Fairclough’s thesis might suggest that the social practice of policy formation conceptualizes time and
space before it becomes the lived experience of a social subject. At other times Lefebvre also uses the
term social/spatial practice.
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Table 1. Analyzing spatiotemporal analytical differentiators and discursive artifacts (source: adapted
from Rogers, 2012a, page 4).
Time

Space

Analytical
differentiators

Representational time:
The mathematical nodal points or
historical locations that situate the
subjects and objects of policy.

Representational space:
The mathematical nodal points or
physical borders that situate the subjects
and objects of policy.

Discursive
artifacts

Representations of time:
Discourses of social and material
pathology and remedy that demarcate
time according to a subjective or
ideological position.
The complex symbolisms (ie, project
timeframes) that define and codify
social processes that become the
objects of policy.
Social practice and time:
The disciplining effects institutional
sites have on social actors and their
constructions of time (frames).
The lived experience of social subjects
within specific demarcations of time.
The self-regulation of discursive actions
by social actors.

Representations of space:
Discourses of social and material
pathology and remedy that demarcate
space according to a subjective or
ideological position.
The complex symbolisms (ie,
cartography) that define and codify
geographical sites that become the
objects of policy.
Social practice and space:
The disciplining effects institutional
sites have on social actors and their
constructions of social and institutional
space.
The lived experience of social subjects
within specific demarcations of social
space.
The self-regulation of discursive actions
by social actors.

and space for their own discursive and political purposes (Malpas, 2012). Arguably, Žižek
(2009) has been the most vocal critic of this type of epistemological tension, arguing that the
“presumption of a non‑ideological space can always be shown to be ideological” (paraphrased
here by Butler, 2005, page 48). One way to confront this epistemological tension is to view
the construction of spatiotemporal policy and analytical research constructs as discursive
and political acts by both policy makers and researchers. These discursive acts can then be
viewed as a form of political contestation, fought using different conceptualizations of time
and space that are constructed in, or in opposition to, policy and media texts, talk, and other
visual imagery. When researchers put forward alternative spatial or temporal constructs, they
should do so as a conscious political act to expose and challenge discriminatory or hegemonic
social actions (van Dijk, 1985).
Analyzing urban obsolescence within the Sydney Metropolitan Strategy
This analysis draws on qualitative interview material and a longitudinal discourse analysis
from two studies investigating the large-scale restructuring of public housing estates within
NSW. The first study was conducted in 2006 and focused on the announcement of a large
public housing estate redevelopment in western Sydney. The second study was conducted
between 2007 and 2011 and focused on the redevelopment of several public housing estates in
western and southwestern Sydney, including a detailed investigation into one estate currently
being redeveloped by public–private partnership. Both studies involved discourse analysis of
a large corpus of policy, media, and urban redevelopment texts and visual images authored
by public, nongovernment, and private sector actors. The discourse analyses for both studies
were conducted alongside focus groups and interviews with public housing tenants and
interviews with employees of government, nongovernment, and private sector organizations
and companies involved in the redevelopment projects.
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In Australia metropolitan planning, strategies have been produced for the five mainland
state capitals of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, and Perth (Bunker and Searle,
2009, page 101). Within the NSW government’s Sydney Metropolitan Strategy (SMS) it is
estimated that the population of Sydney will reach six million by 2036, and the strategy sets
out plans for, amongst other objectives, the provision of 770 000 additional homes, 760 000
new jobs, and additional transport networks. McGuirk (2005, page 59) argues that strategic
metropolitan planning in Australia has been assembled to include a range of market-centric
techniques, aspirations, and ideologies, and within the SMS the infrastructure objectives
are certainly framed within financial frameworks that seek to “stimulate private sector
investment” (NSW Government, 2005b, page 14). Gleeson et al (2004) add that these
frameworks should be “understood as a strategic plan for intervening in and managing change
in urban regions” (page 345), and they have specific political–ideological configurations
and management practices that are directed toward five key policy focal points: policy,
space, governance, finance, and democracy (Bunker and Searle, 2009; Gleeson et al, 2004;
McGuirk, 2005).
My analysis is broadly focused on the “zoning technologies” that have been deployed to
rezone the urban space of Sydney through the SMS (Ong, 2006, page 103). By reworking
Ong’s (2006) notion of “zoning technologies” the SMS is analyzed as a discursive and
political project that has rezoned the greater Sydney territory through “a form of marketdriven rationality that demarcates spaces … in order to capitalize on specific locational
advantages of economic flows, activities, and linkages” (page 103). The analysis is directed
toward how different social actors use specific analytical differentiators of urban space over
time to rezone the spaces and citizenry of the city. In particular I demonstrate how, through
a diverse suite of discursive acts, different social actors have been implicated in the rezoning
and evaluation of public housing estates as obsolete spaces that are constructed as preventing
the future economic progress of the city.
The methodological landscape for studies of urban obsolescence has been largely
captured by Weber’s (2002; 2010) influential theorization of market-centric conceptions of
social and material obsolescence. As an economic geographer, Weber (2002; 2010) deployed
Marx via the seminal work of Logan and Molotch (1987) to outline a Marxist framework for
theorizing how urban space is devalued within the landscape under market-centric regimes of
urban governance only to be revalorized after the private sector has been recruited to ‘renew’
these urban spaces. Weber (2002, page 522) states:
““capital’s restless search for profits requires constant renewal through galelike forces
that simultaneously make way for the new and devalue the old. What is left behind by
innovation is considered ‘obsolete’. Obsolescence implies something out of date—a
product, place, or concept displaced by modernization and progress.”
Weber’s obsolescence framework is compelling when viewed from a Marxist standpoint,
particularly when analyzing the social actors that realize the financial benefits of constructing
urban and social spaces as obsolete. When viewed from Ong’s (2006) Foucauldian perspective,
Weber (2002) also provides significant commentary about the discursive construction
of urban obsolescence. Echoing Wacquant’s (2007) territorial stigma, Weber argues that
discourses of urban “blight” (the zoning of an urban space as financially unproductive,
socially problematic, or both) manifest within the language of urban policy in ways that
provide a justification for the “creative destruction” of urban spaces such as public housing
estates (Weber, 2002, page 526).
However, within Marxism and the works of Marxist geographers ‘capital’, as a central
analytical construct, is often presented as if it were an entity that acts through space and
time in ways that are somewhat independent of a social actor. By explicitly focusing on
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‘capital’, Marxist analyses implicitly focus on social subjects and therefore only implicitly
hold them to account for social and spatial phenomena. Thus Marxist theories imply a central
analytical imperative of Foucault’s geographies of discourse: that social actors construct
social phenomenon and they should be explicitly held to account for their actions. One
of the limitations of the Marxist preoccupation with ‘capital’ is that specific social actors
narrowly avoid explicit responsibility for their actions. A discourse of ‘capital’ is substituted
and positioned as responsible for social and spatial injustice. The challenge of capturing
empirically the effects of ‘capital’ or ‘global capitalism’ from the position of Marxism
emerges from the aim of seeking to locate ‘capital’ in time and space, and that ‘capital’ itself
can somehow operate independently of the actions of social actors.
This study undertakes a partial analytical inversion, from a Marxist to a Foucauldian
analysis, of urban obsolescence (Pike and Pollard, 2010; Weber, 2002; 2010). The social
actors—rather than ‘capital’ or ‘the market’—become the explicit target of the discourse
analysis. The terms ‘capital’, ‘the market’, and ‘the global economy’ deployed by social
actors become discursive artifacts. It is an analytical inversion undertaken to show how
social actors draw on different discourses and discursive constructions that lead them
to enact—and therefore to produce—specific social outcomes through time and space. A
Foucauldian analysis of urban obsolescence demonstrates how, within highly complex social
processes that have been described using discourses such as ‘global capitalism’ or ‘urban
consolidation’, each social actor participates in various discursive processes to produce
certain urban and social outcomes. The analysis that follows progresses through Fairclough’s
three levels of language practices: (1) the organizing logics of the NSW Government; (2) the
discursive practice within the NSW Government; and (3) the demise of Sydney’s public
housing estates.
The organizing logics of NSW State Government

At the macro level/structural level, internationally mobile market-centric and global city
policy discourses construct cities as facing a “hard and unavoidable set of truths imposed
by the global scale” (McCann, 2003, page 163). State actors have made reference to these
ideas in a range of NSW Government texts. The NSW Premier states in the opening pages of
the 2005 SMS text that “Sydney is Australia’s only truly global city and one of the world’s
great metropolises” (NSW Government, 2005b, page 2). This scalar reorganization of the
analytical differentiator of Sydney is toward the global and is perhaps most vividly captured
through the visual representations of the city within the 2010 SMS review text. The first
image of Sydney locates the city “in its global context” (NSW Government, 2010, page 6).
This scalar reorganizing of the spatiotemporal orientation of the city is toward the global
in spatial terms and toward a modernizing future in temporal terms (Crabtree, 2013; Weber,
2002). The NSW Government’s representational time in the SMS is “Towards 2036” (2010,
page 2) and this locates Sydney’s temporality within two key registers. The first is within
the “temporal neutrality of modernity” (Ermarth, 2010, page 135) that frames and enables
a second “temporal assumption” that the passage of calendar time will necessarily deliver
equity gains within Sydney (Crabtree, 2013). Underpinning this discourse of representational
time is
““a fundamental assumption or belief that things ‘move toward betterment’—ideas of
progress, growth, and value increase are all deeply shaped by a model of linear time in
which movement is from a blemished past through a transitory present to an improved
future” (Crabtree, 2013, page 101).
This temporal discourse directs the audience toward an ‘end point’: a future point in time
to which ‘the city’ is collectively progressing, and which represents a movement away from
the blemishes of the city’s past. In the excerpt below, the NSW Premier attempts to secure the
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Figure 1. Sydney in its global context (source: NSW Government, 2010, page 6).

Government’s spatial and temporal vision by defining the representational space of Sydney
in relation to this temporal assumption. He states the SMS will
““Strengthen Sydney’s long–term economic prosperity by increasing the city and region’s
competitiveness in globalized markets … the Plan provides a sound basis for future
investment. It allows the Government and the market to confidently respond to economic
growth and housing and infrastructure needs, at the right time, and in the right location,
to support Sydney in the next 25 years” (NSW Government, 2005b, page 3).
While the government sought to construct ‘the market’ as an independent actor in the
excerpt above—by positioning the future prosperity of the city as requiring the adoption
of globalized market-centric policies—the social actor remains ‘the Government’ acting
through ‘the market’ (Harvey, 2007; McCann, 2003; Peck, 2011). McGuirk (2005, page 60)
argues, therefore, that we should understand the SMS not as a neoliberal project but rather as
a “post-neoliberal … hybrid form of governance in which state capacity endures rather than
dissolves”. While driven by master discourses of market superiority, the struggles over the
spatiotemporal representation of the city that emerge within the SMS remain a product of
the organizing logics of the Government; thus they are more nuanced than the normative
master discourses of neoliberalism would have us believe.
This spatiotemporal restructuring is led by the NSW Department of Planning—which is
attempting to coordinate a range of government agencies at different levels of government
(local and state)—and this demonstrates the continued centrality of state actors. As a
discursive entity, the NSW Department of Planning has organizing logics that predispose
government planners to particular forms of discursive representation—material, architectural,
and statistical—that produce, reproduce, and structure the spatial and temporal knowledge
systems for their vision of the city (Rogers, 2013). The state actors deploy market-centric
logic in order to rezone and coordinate a set of seemingly neutral analytical differentiators
to construct their discursive representations of urban space and temporal progress. Through
this process the planning frameworks favor the fragmentation of urban space into various
zones that can be aligned with corporate and economic interests. Ong (2006) argues that
such spatiotemporal visions “promote the differential regulation of populations who
can be connected to or disconnected from global circuits of capital” (page 77). The next
section demonstrates how the convergence of internationally mobile market-centric and
‘modernizing’ global city discourses have inscribed urban ‘renewal’ upon local policy
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making within the SMS. Using public housing estates as a case study, I show that the SMS
constitutes a politics of struggle over coordinating a suite of representations of space and time
within Sydney.
Discursive practices within the NSW Government

Through the SMS the state actors have rezoned the city and (re)represented different
analytical differentiators of urban space, using precise, scaled, and polycentric nodal
spatial markers; these analytical differentiators are important discursive artifacts. The
nodal spatial markers that appear in the SMS are shown in figure 2 accompanied by
the discursive text that the Government has provided to construct these discursive artifacts.

Figure 2. [In color online.] Representational space: nodal spatial markers within the Sydney
Metropolitan Strategy (source: NSW Government, 2005a, page 11).

These spatial markers signify specific demarcations of mathematical space, albeit
loosely, and this is how social actors are expected to intuitively extrapolate meaning from
these spatial signifiers. However, these representational markers are discursive artifacts that
define and codify geographical spaces in specific ways. They provide the conceptualizations
and demarcations that have become the milieu and the sites for the SMS policy interventions.
Urban planning, as a social practice, controls and disciplines how the social actors select
certain structural possibilities while excluding others. Fairclough (2003, page 27) argues
that texts and visual images simultaneously represent aspects of the (physical, social, and
subjective) world and enact certain social relations over others. The relationship between the
social relations (page 27) and the representational spaces, which the Government actors have
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Figure 3. [In color online.] The 2013 Sydney Metropolitan Strategy as a spatiotemporal vision for the
city (source: NSW Government, 2013, page 5).

constructed and attempted to convey to the public through the spatial descriptors in the SMS,
has discursively networked ‘the global market’ into the urban fabric of Sydney to construct a
globalized economic zone (see figure 3).
There is nothing fundamentally problematic about the state seeking to locate a city within
the global economy and subsequently globalizing the city’s urban spaces. Sassen (2006)
argues that in broad terms the globalization of cities such as Sydney is inevitable. Although in
more specific terms Sassen turns her analytical attention toward the globalization processes
that produce both costs and benefits for different social groups. Equally, Ferguson’s (2008)
sociofinancial history of the discourses of ‘capital’ shows the importance of geographies
of finance. Ferguson also argues for geographical specificity through his analysis of
the marketizing and globalizing effects of discourses of global capitalism. Thus in
more specific terms the globalizing of the representational urban spaces within the SMS has
specific discursive features that predisposes government actors to particular forms of spatial
and temporal thinking that lead to specific material outcomes.
The “Global Sydney” and “Global Economic Corridor” spatial descriptors, located within
a temporal discourse of economic progress, are deployed in an attempt to persuade the SMS’s
audience (ie, citizens of the state) to rescale their perception of Sydney; to ‘rezone’ the city’s
urban spaces. It is an attempt to homogenize the city as a global hub and to redefine the scale
and social function of the central core of the city (inner city) and the greater Sydney region.
A rescaling:
(1) Away from experiences of the city, with its many scales and zones, that residents
might draw on to think about a heterogeneous inner city and greater Sydney region. In
this heterogeneous view of urban space the city is understood to have fluid boundaries
and multisocial functions; and
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(2) Towards a homogeneous and teleological view of the city as a set of economic networks
and zonal hubs composed of “Regional Cities” and “Major Centres” that are in keeping
with international discourses of metropolitan planning. Thus the past is constructed
as blighted, the present is irrelevant, and the future will be economically redemptive
(Bunker and Searle, 2009; Crabtree, 2013; Gleeson et al, 2004; McGuirk, 2005).
What has been lost in the Government’s spatiotemporal vision is the city’s extraordinary
geography of cultural, socioeconomic, and social heterogeneity. The Government’s rezoning
is toward a future, economically homogeneous inner-city and greater-Sydney region that is,
amongst other things, both an international business hub and a node within the global economy
from which the urban space(s) of the city can be deployed, through a redemptive temporal
strategy, in order to pursue various economic development policies. At least two tensions
emerge from this global ‘commodification’ (Darcy, 2010; Fairclough, 2003) of urban space
within the SMS. The first is a socioeconomic paradox. While the Government recognizes
that different nodal points or zones within the city are culturally and socioeconomically
heterogeneous, when the ‘Sydney region’ is represented using a master discourse that
constructs a future global economic homogeneity of urban space (ie, urban zones within the
city are constructed as economically homogeneous in relation to the global economy and
then deployed as a mechanism for the economic development of a future city), social actors
are prompted to think about—amongst other factors—current land-use planning and policies
for addressing socioeconomic discrimination (2) (Soja, 2010).
Secondly, Lewicka (2011) argues that while the residents of a city might establish place
attachments at the level (scale) of the city, they often report stronger place attachments at the
level of their home, their neighborhood, or both. Tuan (1975, page 158) argues that the city
region “is far too big to be directly experienced by most of its people. Region is therefore
primarily a construct of thought.” Nonetheless, the metropolitan planning strategies operate at
the level of the globalized city region and draw on debates within the geographical literature
that have contrasted the ‘classical’ view of place (Relph, 1976), understood as a physically
bounded space with a unique identity and cultural history, with a cosmopolitan view of
place as an open crossroads—that is, understood as a location with ‘interactive potential’
within a globalizing world (Cresswell, 2004; Harvey, 1996; Massey, 2005; Milligan, 1998).
These spatial tensions have particular relevance and implications for theorizing about urban
obsolescence and the demise of public housing estates. What exactly constitutes an open
place or a bounded (closed) place is framed within the SMS in terms of the master discourse
of a future global economic homogeneity of locally networked urban spaces. Closed comes
to mean an artificially and physically closed place but with an important economic variable,
so that there are economically productive closed communities [for example, ‘private’ gated
communities (Harvey, 1996)], as well as economically unproductive closed communities (for
example, ‘public’ housing estates).
While Marxism might position ‘capital’ or ‘the market’ as one of the driving forces
behind the move towards global capitalism, and while the global economy is certainly a
central factor, what is clear from this analysis is that the state is not an ambivalent social actor
that has been coerced by global capital(ism) or the economy. Instead, the state is implicated
in, and central to, constructing and promoting the global economy through its discursive
representation of the city. The Government, businesses, residents, and other social groups
create and reinforce global capitalism not only through their financial practices but also
through their discursive practices. Figures 3 and 4 show how the spatial markers and spatial
descriptors within the SMS (see figure 2) have materialized, visually, to construct the city
(2)

I explicitly use the word “discrimination” here to reference Soja’s (2010) concept of spatial
(in)justice.
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Figure 4. [In color online.] The 2005 Sydney Metropolitan Strategy as a spatiotemporal vision for the
city (source: NSW Government, 2005b, pages 10–11).

as a network of zones made up of “global economic corridors” connecting the “powerhouse
of Australia’s economy” to the “airport”, “major shipping networks”, and the “shopping
districts and malls” within the “regional hubs” (NSW Government, 2005b, page 11; 2013).
While the Government has acknowledged that different nodal points or zones within the
city are culturally, socially, and socioeconomically heterogeneous, its visual representation
does not contain any visual references to such heterogeneity. Thus the zoning technologies
that the Government has deployed through the SMS has a specific discursive function: to
rezone the space of the city in economic terms in relation to global markets and toward
a progressive (redemptive) future. In the next section I explore how this has had specific
material and social effects for public housing estates and tenants in the present.
Urban obsolescence and the demise of Sydney’s public housing estates

Having demonstrated how the SMS has located Sydney within the global capitalist economy—
and having analyzed the disciplining effects that institutional sites have on social actors
(Rogers, 2012a) and social subjects’ self-regulation within specific demarcations of time and
space (Rogers, 2012b) in other places—I now turn to the social consequences of deploying
discourses of sociourban pathology and remedy through the SMS.
The Government defines “urban renewal” in the SMS as a set of pathology–remedy
sociourban relations.
““What do we mean by renewal? Renewal is not simply about increasing housing densities.
Urban renewal is about transforming under-used or dilapidated areas, building on the
strengths of a place and providing multiple or ‘mixed uses’ that meet the needs of
the community. Mixed use development, if well planned and designed, has the potential
to generate an interesting, vibrant atmosphere that brings people closer, increases social
capital and social cohesion, addresses environmental issues and fosters economic
development” (NSW Government, 2010, page 23).
One of the implications of the pathology statement(s) in this excerpt was that some
of the representational spaces identified in the SMS were constructed as “under-used” or
“dilapidated areas” through the deployment of the SMS. Further, the redemptive statement(s)
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contain(s) a prelude to the types of evaluative mechanisms that are deployed to assess
dilapidation, blight, and, therefore, urban obsolescence. In this case the remedy that the SMS
advocates, in terms of social and material form, is one that will facilitate a particular type
of social interaction and economic activity at some undefined future moment; an unknown
temporal nodal point that will come to mark ‘urban progress’. Urban renewal is defined, in
effect, as the present transformation of dilapidated areas to facilitate the building of future
economic activity. This is to be achieved through the diversification of the current built form
so as to manipulate the demography of the citizens who inhabit these spaces and transition
through them into the future.
This conceptualization of renewal, as a temporally redemptive urban strategy, is mediated
through various government departments and interdiscursively networked into various
NSW policy texts. Stewarded through the discursive practices of the NSW Department of
Planning and Infrastructure and the NSW Department of Family and Community Services
in particular, discourses of urban obsolescence were then further mediated through texts
written by Sydney-based media (it is worth recalling that the word ‘media’ is the root word
of ‘mediate’). Perhaps the most poignant case in Sydney is the discursive construction of
the Bonnyrigg Public Housing Estate as a site of both social and material decay to justify a
large-scale estate redevelopment involving private interests. The Bonnyrigg estate is located
25 km southwest of the inner city and is NSW’s first public housing estate redevelopment
undertaken by public–private partnership. While this analysis focuses solely on the Bonnyrigg
case, it applies nonetheless to other estates in Australia that are following a similar discursive
trajectory. By following the discursive construction of the social and material spaces of ‘the
Bonnyrigg estate’ from the analytical differentiator of December 2004—which was justified
methodologically because it marks the publication of the SMS and the announcement of the
Bonnyrigg Living Communities Project—this case study provides significant insights into
urban obsolescence understood as a discursive process constructed over time.
From early 2005 the textual and visual symbolisms used by the state housing authority
to codify the analytical differentiator that it labeled ‘The Estate’ clearly demarcated and
‘commodified’ this physical space within the city’s landscape. The Government’s discursive
construction of this physical space included broad statements such as “much of the Public
Housing stock is either at the end of its economic life or requires significant refurbishment to
bring it to an acceptable standard” (NSW Department of Housing, 2005, page 16). This was
in keeping with the description of “dilapidated areas” that emerged from the discourse of a
future global economic homogeneity of local urban spaces within the SMS texts. These types
of statements linked: (1) a nodal temporal point in calendar time that signified the economic
end, which positions economic exchange value as the spatial variable; with (2) a mathematical
demarcation of physical space (‘the estate’) which was now isolated, like placing an urban
space into economic quarantine to prevent the spread of its poor economic performance.
On Weber’s analysis, once these urban spaces are quarantined, they can then be constructed
as dilapidated and requiring renewal. Wacquant (2007) argues that a key omission in this
type of analysis is the interdiscursivity of constructing material spaces (ie, place stigma) and
social spaces (ie, identity stigma) as obsolete to justify redevelopment activities. Wacquant
brings ‘identity stigma’ and ‘place stigma’ together as ‘territorial stigma’. Territorial stigma
provides a useful analytical tool to investigate territorial portrayals of obsolescence that focus
on people and place within policy and media texts. The complex symbolisms that defined
‘the estate’ not only constructed the physical spaces as obsolete, as shown here by the state
housing provider in 2004:
““Bonnyrigg is a ‘Radburn’ Estate … some old and worn out houses will go … we need to
replace and upgrade poor-quality public housing” (NSW Department of Housing, 2004,
page 1).
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They also constructed the social spaces as requiring renewal:
““Community regeneration aims to build strong and sustainable communities in
disadvantaged social housing estates by working in partnership … [The] Department will
work with residents to strengthen their community, make their suburb a safer and more
attractive place to live, and improve community services, education and employment
opportunities” (NSW Department of Housing, 2005, page 4).
Once the urban space is demarcated and evaluated in economic terms, the cultural and
social heterogeneity of a suburb like Bonnyrigg, which is one of the most culturally diverse
in NSW, is relegated to a set of social relations to be managed pending an economic revival
of the urban space. Within this economic revival all spatiotemporal bets are off, except for
the future global economic homogeneity of urban space. Under the hegemonic discourses of
market-centric development, changing the housing-tenure profile or dispersing tenants across
the city in pursuit of future (global) economic returns, irrespective of the disruptions to the
current residents of ‘the estate’, is justified in the present in pursuit of the state’s teleological
future for the city (Arthurson, 2012). The result is a discursive construction of ‘the estate’,
based on economic evaluation that means this ‘place’ is conceived of as economically
unviable beyond this point in time (Weber, 2002). In terms of the state housing authority’s
construction of the tenant body, the contractual documents outline the social pathology as one
of ‘public’ housing—that is, a problematic and ‘concentrated’ housing tenure type.
““Public Housing estates are communities with real strengths, but some are also burdened
with more than their share of problems, made worse by low concentrations of private
housing” (NSW Department of Housing, 2005, page 8).
This allows for the remedy to be presented as one of dispersing ‘public’ housing and
introducing ‘private’ (market) housing and moving tenants into the private market for their
housing and income ‘security’. In the policy texts concepts such as ‘the estate’ and ‘the
community’ had come to encompass the physical demarcation of urban space as well as
the social demarcation of the tenant body. Without these discursive classifications the state
actors cannot make moral claims about the tenant body and the urban space, which locate
the ‘public’ housing estates and tenants as part of the city’s dilapidated past and introduce
‘private’ housing as part of the progressive future. Wacquant (2007, page 67) argues that
“concentrations of public housing” are regularly constructed by policy makers, journalists,
and some academics as “urban hellholes in which violence, vice, and dereliction are the order
of things”. Certainly the media has a long history of demonizing public housing tenants and
estates in general terms, as well as in association with public housing estate redevelopment
projects (Arthurson, 2012).
From 2005 a range of policy texts stigmatized public housing tenants and the Bonnyrigg
public housing estate by demarcating the physical and social spaces and calling for ‘community
renewal’ through market forces (Housing NSW, 2005; NSW Department of Housing,
2005). These representations were quickly inculcated in media texts and consolidated
the Government’s classifications of the material housing stock, the physical site, and the
tenant body in Bonnyrigg. Drawing on the Government’s textual, visual, and oratorical
representations of Bonnyrigg, which accompanied the announcement of the redevelopment, a
Sydney-based journalist “mediated” (Fairclough, 2003, page 30) this information as follows:
““Sydney’s hellhole estate to be bulldozed
Sydney’s failed public housing experiments of the 1970s are set to be bulldozed in a
NSW government plan to breathe new life into troubled suburbs” (The Sydney Morning
Herald 2004).
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While another news article from February 2005, under the headline “Tripodi [the NSW
Housing Minister] starts with $500m project”, reads:
““Mr Tripodi told an audience of financiers and developers in Sydney yesterday … . ‘The
project is not just about the redevelopment of housing and public space—it includes
a strong focus on community renewal to improve the lives of the residents of the
Bonnyrigg Estate, which is one of the most disadvantaged public housing estates in
NSW’ ” (Noonan, 2005).
The public housing estate and to a lesser extent the public housing tenants were constructed
in these media narratives as a material and social pathology. The remedy in this case was to
be provided not only by the housing ministers but also by the private-sector developers who
would “breathe new life” into this decrepit urban space by “bulldozing large sections of
the estate and replacing the public housing with private housing” (Noonan, 2005). Tenants
disagreed with this construction of the physical and social spaces of Bonnyrigg. In 2005 a
University of New South Wales study found:
““that residents are generally very positive about life in Bonnyrigg, have a strong attachment
to their community … . Almost 80% of residents had intended to remain resident of
Bonnyrigg in the long-term prior to the announcement of the redevelopment … tenants
valued Bonnyrigg’s location close to services, shops, religious and cultural institutions
and networks, and other attributes of the neighbourhood. They also value the sense of
community and friendships that Bonnyrigg offers” (Stubbs et al, 2005, page 11).
As the project progressed, the construction of social and material obsolescence changed
over time. By 2008 the discourse of obsolescence had shifted with a journalist (Duffy, 2008,
page 1) writing in a Sydney newspaper, under the headline “Bulldozing the past”, “One issue
is whether house prices on these redeveloped estates need to be struck below the general area
average in order to overcome old stigmas and attract buyers.” This news piece refers back
to a dilapidated past and “old stigmas” that might stand in the way of realizing an uncertain
economic future that is to be facilitated by the imagined “buyers” of the new private dwellings.
Then in 2009 the media discourse, now shaped by media releases from the private developer
managing the public–private partnership redevelopment project, shifted again. Mediating a
media release, Josephine Tovey (2009) opted for a pun with the headline “Troubled housing
estate turns over Newleaf”. In this piece “Newleaf” refers to the name of the private developer
contracted by the Government to undertake their redevelopment project. By September 2011
the discourses of urban obsolescence gave way within the private developer’s media releases
and subsequent media coverage to a discourse of financial success. The business section
of Australia’s largest selling national newspaper quoted the chief executive of the private
developer undertaking the Bonnyrigg redevelopment as saying:
““the group’s philosophy has always been to enter areas where there is strong demand
and limited supply … . We’ve made a profit and so have the buyers … at Bonnyrigg,
[formally] one of Australia’s biggest Radburn estates … . We sell the public housing at a
fixed price while the private homes are priced at whatever we like” (Kelly, 2011).
Contained within this rewriting of the urban obsolescence narrative was an explicit
statement by the property developer that the Bonnyrigg redevelopment was always a statesponsored economic project undertaken in pursuit of profits for private companies and the
‘private’ home-owning public. But to realize these financial gains a shifting discourse of
obsolescence needed to be carefully stewarded through the policy and media texts by the state
and then private sector actors. Indeed managing the public image and media representations
of the economic revival of ‘the estate’ was a key concern for the state housing authority and
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the property developer between 2004 and 2011, as a senior member of the company stated
in 2009:
““We didn’t have any sort of major dramas and um everything sort of went along pretty well.
Managed to get everybody [residents] out by the 31st October date without any blowups
or media panics or anything like that you know” (private-sector interview, 2009).
Further, when tenants attempted to challenge the media representations of the social and
material spaces provided by ‘outsiders’, they often faced opposition and direct intervention
by both the state housing authority and the property developer. Tenants stated they were
coached and groomed for media or other events by project staff:
““‘You should say this … , only say good things, don’t talk about anything that you’re not
happy about, we only want a feel-good story.’ That’s exactly what I was told” (tenant
interview, 2009).
When tenants did go directly to the media, the property developer staff reprimanded them,
demonstrating that the private sector actors were also key players in the stewardship of
discourses of obsolescence, as the following quote shows:
““Yeah, but we’ve gone to the media and they haven’t known. They don’t like it! They get
quite annoyed when you do. And the thing is you’re concerned that it will backfire onto
you. If you say something, they get angry, they’re rehousing you! They can be quite mean
if they want to be and you can’t say they can’t. So you have a fear of speaking out, um,
that it will affect you ’cause you’re the little person. So it is a bit scary” (tenant interview,
2009).
In February 2013 the private-sector property developer for this project went into
receivership (with debts reported to be A$200 million). The receiver stated that the redemptive
economic future of the “[A]$1.2 billion Bonnyrigg social housing project” had been “thrown
into doubt” (Hawthorne, 2013, page 1). This demonstrates that when international discourses
of urban renewal are deployed as zoning technologies by the state, they set off spatiotemporal
struggles that will reverberate from the global level of the city down to the local level of the
estate.
Conclusion
In this paper Weber’s Marxist analysis of obsolescence has been given greater depth by
introducing Foucault’s geographies of discourse and Lefebvre’s production of space and
time. Applying discourse analysis to spatial and temporal phenomena illuminates the politics
of the recruitment of different spatial and temporal modalities by social actors. This type of
analysis reveals how the stewardship of discourses of urban obsolescence traverses through
the discursive practices of different social actors who are located within different social or
institutional sites. While recent critiques of Foucault and Lefebvre have called for a critical
(re)assessment of their relational forms of space and time within geography, their spatial
and temporal contributions still hold important analytical utility for theories of language and
rhetoric. Indeed Foucault and Lefebvre intended these concepts to be understood as social
phenomena that would explicitly name the ‘sites of action’ and ‘social actors’. Foucault in
particular sought to explicitly name the social actors that were responsible for using these
social phenomena for political ends. Different forms of space and time can be deployed
to analyze how spatial or temporal phenomena inform the discursive actions of different
social actors, in addition to showing the social or political consequences of their actions.
Similarly, these spatial or temporal phenomena allow discourse analysts to construct new
spatiotemporal concepts for deployment as part of a conscious political project to counter
hegemonic discursive projects.
My discourse analysis has demonstrated how different spatial and temporal phenomena
have informed the division of physical and social space in Sydney over time, to reveal how
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this has authorized a state-driven discourse of public housing estate obsolescence. Informed
by market-centric ideology, the metropolitan planning authority has deployed specific spatial
and temporal zoning technologies to demarcate, evaluate, and commodify the city. Rather than
being discursively constructed in the presence of an anemic state and a rational market, these
zoning technologies are discursively constructed as a technology of power that is deployed
by the state and through market actors. Irrespective of the state’s political motivations, these
spatial and temporal zoning technologies serve the interests of powerful market actors and
are contributing to the demise of Sydney’s public housing estates.
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